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January 7 2013
Dear Alex & Monica,
It’s been almost two years since we purchased our concession trailer from you guys
and we must say it was the right choice. We searched two years for a trailer
manufacture that would meet our needs for the type of business we wanted to start.
Concession Nation was far more ahead of the industry than anyone else that we saw
both in quality and price. Other companies would use already made cargo units and
convert them where the customers would have to purchase their own equipment and so on
to put inside, which by the time it was completed it was very costly and not near the
quality as one would get from your factory, you guys do it all right there. We had
the pleasure of meeting some of your team at the factory; they were very friendly and
instrumental in giving the customers what they wanted. A beautiful, fully functional,
concession trailer, which we are very proud to own. Alex and Monica you guys go out
of your way to please and make sure your customers are happy with your product, which
says a lot.
Our local health department inspector was in shock on how well the trailer was
assembled and how it exceeded code requirements. Wow, Wow, Wow is what he kept saying
through the inspection. Since then we have had 4 inspections and have passed with
flying colors. Our customers are amazed on the quality and cleanliness of the
trailer. When customers ask where we had it built we tell them from “Concession
Nation in Florida” They are also amazed how roomy the inside of our trailer is, it
is deceiving from the outside since we have the 8x16 model which is just perfect for
us. The only thing I would have made different is ordering the propane generator with
the unit, other than that it is simply an amazing concession trailer.
Our dream of having our own mobile food business has unfolded and become an icon in
our small community in Eastern Oregon and is rapidly growing bigger than we had
hoped. Having a reliable unit and equipment that works to handle the high demand of
our food service is priceless. Thank you Concession Nation Team for making our
business what it is today.
Sincerely,
Walter & Karen Rodriguez

